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We are Here is a collection of automatic writings that Gary Weber received over a period of

fifty years, that teaches the importance of spiritual growth for every soul. Gary began the

practice of automatic writing when he was in college, soon after his first out of body

experience. His mother was a practitioner of automatic writing, and Gary told her he would like

to do the same thing. At first, he received only squiggles and wavy lines, and then gradually

words would appear. By the time he was in the Army, Gary and his mother would both write at

the same time, a continent apart and he would describe exactly what was in her presence. For

the next fifty years, Gary would devote significant time to doing automatic writing, especially

while traveling with his with Barbara. The messages include flashbacks to previous times,

messages from people on the other side, messages on the experience of death and the tunnel

of light, to name a few. This collection, fifty years in the making, is a tribute to spiritual receiving

over a lifetime of inquiry and expansion.
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notice may be reproduced or utilized in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical,
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WeberSalem, OregonDedicationDedicated to my Mother, Irene, who placed my hand over her

hand… the beginning of my automatic writing, when I was very

young.AcknowledgementsThank you to my wife Barbara, who has wished for this book for over

50 years of marriage. Thank you to our son Jonathan, who painted the cover of this book many

years ago. The painting found me in our studio (or did our spirit friends lead me to it?). Thank

you to friends Ken Clark and Larry Gray, for providing feedback and support on the compiling

and review of these many messages in “We Are Here.” Thank you to Sara Wiseman for her

encouragement, guidance and “how to” advice in the preparation of this book. Without her help

it would not have been published. And most important of all, thank you, the “We” for always

being “here.”ContentsIntroductionPoem: I Was with You1. Soul Mates2. Spiritual Bravery3.

Intentionality4. Right Living5. Joy6. Children7. Aging8. Terrorism9. Rebirth10. The New

Millennium11. Psychic Energy12. Love & Acceptance13. The Cosmology of the

UniversePostscriptPoem: To Each of YouAbout the AuthorIntroductionI began to do automatic

writing when I was in college, soon after my first out of body experience. I don’t know if the two

were related. My mother had done automatic writing since I was a child. It was seen as

something like a parlor trick; someone would sit in a different room staring at a picture and she

would write about it, accurate to the last detail. She would use it to find lost objects, which it

always correctly did. I told her I would like to do the same thing, and she would put my right

hand over hers while she wrote. I could feel the energy. At first I only had squiggles and wavy

lines, and then gradually words would appear. By the time I was in the Army we would both

write at the same time, a continent apart and I would describe exactly what was in her

presence. That was over 50 years ago. When Barbara and I would travel, I would devote

significant time to doing automatic writing. The messages were amazing. The Kona messages,

the Panama Canal messages - all over the world. At the same time I would have something like

out of body experiences, flashbacks to previous times, which is why I think there is a

relationship between those experienced and automatic writing. I have reams of messages,

both the handwritten and later the typed messages, including many messages from people I

have known who were on the other side, although they always said we are the ones on the

other side. Everyone I have known who has been significant to me sent messages to me

through the writing, describing what the experience of death was, and where they were now.

They are messages of the tunnel of light and being greeted by those who preceded them were

identical down to the experience of leaving the body. The writing has always been non-

judgmental and positive, never preachy or blaming. Reincarnation is always referred to as a

fact. I have always been advised by the writing that if I were to misuse it, it would go away. It

was not to be used for profit. The writing was a gift, given for Spiritual Valor, earned.Poem: I

Was With YouI was with you in Pompeiiwhen ash rained on your villaand you called out to the

godsI was with you in Chinawhen the hordes rode into your townto rape and kill your kinI was

with you in Atlantiswhen the Earth swallowed youand the oceans engulfed your landI was with

you then and am with you nowas you walk this ancient Earthand shall be with you forever

more.1. Soul Mates
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you then and am with you nowas you walk this ancient Earthand shall be with you forever

more.1. Soul MatesYes, it is good to meditate before receiving our messages because it clears

the mind and relaxes your body, and you become more receptive to our thoughts. Although you

have been having back pain it will soon vanish. Walking exercise and stretch your muscles.



Much of the tension arose from the long airplane ride, and when your muscles relax the pain

will dissipate.We wish to talk about soul mates.Two who have bonded and nested together

either for a relatively short time or for a period of many years of earth time. To us it is not a

matter of time but rather the quality and depth of the relationship.Bonding spiritually is a very

high relationship and does extend beyond living existence. Two who bond together, whether it

be in marriage or an extended relationship, form a spiritual Unity that is remarkably strong and

deep. When one partner dies it is as if half of the survivor is dead, and the other half is

consumed with heartbreak. The loss is like spiritual amputation. You still feel the warmth and

presence of the missing half of you and yet you know that half is no longer there. We speak

about any two who have bonded spiritually. They may be in a long-term marriage or partners

living together for a significant time. They may be husband and wife or male and female lovers,

or male lovers, or female lovers; it matters not. God does not differentiate between sexes, and

all love is blessed and enduring. The partners become one in many ways; through children and

pets and homes and friends. When one partner leaves the Earth the survivor is left in shock

and pain. The loss is incredibly deep. And yet to us who are on the other side it’s only a brief

pause in the juncture of two human souls. The one who comes to us knows that, and prays that

the survivor will come to realize that he or she is simply waiting to join the other. It is not like

Earth time, it is the blink of an eye. The survivor goes through the universal stages of grief,

always sensing the memories and presence of the other, continuing to share mentally the joys

and fears and experiences of life. And at first it is bitterly painful, with much despair and

loneliness. But in time the pain subsides. Nothing remains the same for the human soul.All

changes.Yet the love and companionship do not change.The heart does not forget.Those who

endure the terrible parting go on to realize that the absent partner is really not gone, but is

alive in the heart and memory, and awaits their entering the same realm. These partnerships

can be manifest in many, many, lifetimes. So to be soul mates is truly being soul mates in

eternity.Why do two spirits bond in such an incredibly durable way? If there were no God this

would not be. If there were not spiritual existence it would not be. If that were the case it would

be the random coupling of two solely physical creatures, with no intertwining of souls. Just

sexual coupling in which you take pleasure and leave with no thought or consideration for the

other.But that is not the case.When both partners have passed to this side there is joy and

overwhelming union, or rather reunion of the two beloved ones.“I have waited for you,” one

says to the other.“Yes, I knew you would, and now I am here with you,” the other replies.
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Manuel J. Pacheco, “We are Here is a Great Buy. I was not sure what this book was about but I

have read it twice and am on the third reading. I seem to get more ideas as to the authors goal

in writing the book. Really Good read if you are into Spiritual Awakening.”

kenneth d. clark, “Truth. I am so happy Gary has published his writings from 50 years of

channeling. "we are here", written in grace from those that are nonphysical beings of Love and

Light. Gary's courage to print some of his many transmissions, is honorable. He gave this

book to us to read, share and to know Truth, without fear of judgement by those who think they

know better. I honor Gary for his gift and for sharing his gift for us to grow and learn In Spirit.

thank you Gary!”

Larry Gray, “Divine Inspiration. This is a remarkable book. Gary’s automatic writing brims with

universal truths. It comes from universal intelligence. The messages are just what I need to lift

my spirits and help me navigate daily life. I am reading a chapter a day for inspiration. Thank

you, Gary, and thank you, “We."”

fran, “A Book That Makes You Reflect..... I luckily received a copy as a gift. The topics are vast

and give you a rich opportunity to think more in depth on the various messages Gary has

received. It is written in such a way that each topic can easily be read in a 15 minutes or less.

This allowed me not to be overwhelmed by the messages but I began asking myself such

questions as....”What Can this Mean in My Life?” and “How Can I Make My Life Richer With

This Knowledge?”.Since first reading, I have grabbed this book prior to meditation and re-read

a topic to contemplate it more in depth. The book is filled with subtle nuggets of information

that have many levels to offer, a perfect pre-meditation companion. As our daily lives seem

busier, it gives you the ability to slow your day down for a few minutes and center your

thoughts.  Enjoy!”

Judith, “Gently confirming. I received this book as a gift. It is one of those word-of-mouth books,

that appear at just the right time.It is a small book, with immense truth.We send gratitude to Mr.

Weber for surrendering to his gifts and experiences in order for the “We who are Here”to send

their reassuring knowledge to us.”

Nina Hipperson, “Tastes of Eternal Light. Gary has generously shared his private automatic

writings on a wide range of topics - this is a book that may enhance your understanding of the

raw experiences of your own life - a spiritual perspective "marinade" that might give a flavor

twist to ideas still forming about "ALL THAT IS" - a book to be dipped into from time to time and

savored!”

The book by Rudolf Steiner has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 9 people have provided feedback.
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